This paper focuses on the study of two-dimensional information decoding algorithms and provides a validity analysis of the technique, algorithm and mode for reducing security gap of LDPC code. The security code designed by this research mainly takes BP (Belief Propagation)-a conventional decoding algorithm as the basic reference object in terms of the current LDPC of short code length. This research also includes an algorithm design and corresponding improved measures and finally proposes a classified Normalized Min-sum decoding algorithm based on two-dimensional information correction. The subsequent simulation experimental result has shown that the decoding performance of the algorithm, even in the environment of high SNR (Signal to Noise Ration), is better than that of BP decoding algorithm in normal circumstances. This new-typed two-dimensional information decoding algorithm has a significant practical value for reducing security gap of LDPC code in the areas of both code design and data processing.
INTRODUCTION
With the full arrival of the era of global Internet information, the development in all walks of life has been directed towards the mainstream of regional integration of market and economy. Along with the popularization of computer and information technology lead by the development of knowledge economy, information transmission and sharing is becoming more and more convenient. Coupled with the overall popularity, promotion and application of digital technology in various areas of production, the current stage of development urgently calls for great importance to be attached to digital copyright protection. Therefore, it is a preferred move to adopt password authentication technology to ensure property right protection (Chen and Liu, 2010) . However, there are a series of defects and shortcomings in many security gap decoding and detecting algorithms including LDPC code. Once an illegal receiver manages to decrypt the code sent by a person, an enterprise or an organization using certain coding technology in the process of information transmission, the sender will lose the original copyright and its maintenance. This is also the reason why the market sees piracy (Chen et al., 2015) .
Given the technology available, LDPC (Low Density Parity Check) code is one of the best codes by far as it has strong anti-interference and adaptive abilities, which can be improved like its performance with the code length or rate increasing in all kinds of environment.
Figure 1.Basic model of data transmission system
LDPC code was first proposed by Gallager in the 60sof the last century. Due to the limit of the special environment and technology development in that period, it was not until the middle 90s of the last century, more than 30 years after its birth, that research on LDPC coding became to break silence when Mackay, Neal et al. rediscovered it and found it able to approximate the Shannon limit as good as Turbo coding (Guo et al., 2010) .
The working mechanism of LDPC code is the same as message passing algorithms that are mainly based on the bipartite graph structure, among which a famous one is Belief Propagation (BP in abbreviation) algorithm. The basic idea in the design and implementation of BP algorithm is to use iterated operation of received soft information between variable nodes and check nodes to obtain substantial coding gain, hence improving its decoding performance. Currently, the most widely applied is various industries in China is a Log domain based BP algorithm or a way of channel coding as in Figure 1 . Probabilistic BP algorithm is an iterative algorithm based on probability messages. The messages are transmitted between all the variable nodes and check nodes along the connection line of Tanner graph. During the iterative process, when a check node receives a probability message from two or more adjacent variable nodes, it sends back the message to the position of corresponding adjacent variable nodes after data processing. Meanwhile, the variable nodes in the same domain also need to follow the same process.
In the light of this, a kind of EG-LDPC encoding, of which the design basis lies in a finite geometry space, is proposed. Through the technical information available and classified Normalized Min-sum algorithm under the condition of mining two-dimensional information correction, BP decoding algorithm will generally evolve with the increase of iterations until the increase converges to Maximum A Posteriori Probability decoding for no-short-loop LDPC code of infinite length (Lin et al., 2014) .
STRUCTURAL REPRESENTATION OF LDPC CODE
The structural representation of LDPC code is as follows: The expression matrix above mainly gives a parity check matrix H, in the model of which each row and column includes four 1s respectively. In the numbers of digital data, there are no two rows or columns in the same position of which the number of 1 is greater than 1, and thus is deduced the density of the matrix-0.267. It can be seen that the matrix should belong to a low density one, wherein the null space gives out a kind of (15, 7) LDPC encoding with the minimum distance as 5. ProvidedK = 5, P = 4,γ = 3, the method of Gallager can be used to construct a 15×20 matrix-H, of which the null space gives out a kind of (20, 7) LDPC encoding with the minimum distance as6.
The corresponding Tanner graph is as follows: In Figure 2 , the circle mainly indicates the closed loop formed by the connected lines in the graph, and the number of the lines shown in the figure is essentially the length of the loop. It can be clearly seen six relatively thick lines from it, so these rough lines in the figure form the cycle at the length of 6. By the same token, we call the length of the shortest loop as the loop length of the Tanner graph-girth. It should be borne in mind that the loop length is a critical factor that influences the performance of LDPC decoding (Wu et al., 2010) .
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS AND VALIDITY TESTING
The reference object for analyzing selected by this paper-Probability BP algorithm is an iterative algorithm based on probability messages. During the whole calculating process, such probability messages mainly follows the connected lines in the Tanner graph to transfer between variable nodes and check nodes each other. The major symbols involved and used in the calculation are defined as follows:
( )-indicates the interval set of variable node connected to check node . Its general expression is-( ) = { : ℎ = 1}.
( )-indicates the set of variable node connected to check node . Its general expression is-( ) = { : ℎ = 1}.
( )/ -indicates the collection composed of the rest of the variable nodes after removal of the th variable node in the whole ( ).
( )/ -indicates the collection composed of the rest of the check nodes after removal of the th check node inC(j).
(1)-indicates the post error probability of judging the transmission symbol as 1( = 1) after receiving .
( )(wherein, = 0,1)-indicates one or more probability messages transmitted from check node to variable node .
( )(wherein, = 0,1)-indicates one or more probability messages transmitted from variable node ito check nodej.
The following is the detailed implementation of Probability BP and corresponding processing steps of decoding algorithm:
The first step is initialization. Then is the calculation of the initial probability transmitted by the channel to the variable node: (1)/ (0) = 1 − (1), ( = 1,2,3,4, . . . . . , ). Further, the initial message transmitted by variable node to its adjacent check node :  ( ).
Thus is obtained:
The implementation steps are carried out in turn: Iteration step 1-When the kth iteration is carried out, the probability message transmitted by check node to its adjacent variable node  ( )is calculated as expressed in the following equation set:
Iteration step 2-
Then the probability message transmitted by variable node to its adjacent check node  ( )is calculated as expressed in the following equation set:
In the formula of the equation set, is mainly used to indicate a correction factor. Hence is deduced:
Iteration step 3-Again is calculated the hard decision messages of all the variable nodes, seen in the following equation set:
In this equation set, is mainly used to indicate a correction factor. It is obtained by calculation with the factor: 0 + 1 = 1
The judging criterion followed by the formula is-
In terms of this, a kind of EG-LDPC encoding, of which the design basis lies in a finite geometry space, is proposed with the technical information available and classified Normalized Min-sum algorithm under the condition of mining two-dimensional information correction, i.e., a classified Normalized Min-sum algorithm based on two-dimensional information correction Analyses of iterative belief propagation algorithm and simplified algorithm: BP decoding algorithm will generally evolve with the increase of iterations until the increase converges to Maximum A Posteriori Probability decoding for no-short-loop LDPC code of infinite length. Its specific implementation and operation falls into four steps as follows:
(1) Firstly, the initial data of the variable node is calculated by:
(2) Secondly, corresponding update data is calculated by:
(3) Thirdly, the corresponding update data of the variable node is further deduced during the previous step of node data processing:
(4) Lastly, decoding decision is carried out:
Normalized Min-sum algorithm under the condition of mining two-dimensional information correction A comparative analysis of basic properties of parameters ℎ and ℎ − 1 -
ℎ − 1 ( ) Deduction is carried out according to an iterative step of Normalized Min-sum algorithm under the condition of mining two-dimensional information correction:
In this formula, ℎ = − − / + − . According to it, the following expression is obtained:
In the formula above, the assignment range of ℎ 1 2 ( ) is (0,1) while ( ) occurs as a monotone increasing function in it. Thus, the following formula is obtained:
Finally, it can be expressed as follows:
This algorithm, compared with LLR BP algorithm, can greatly reduce the amount of computation in the process interval in the area of check node processing and fully reflects its performance in operation. Like BP algorithm, many LDPC algorithms have only one addition operation while the mechanism is not clear.
ANALYSES OF PERFORMANCE SIMULATION AND SAFETY TEST
This paper utilizes LDPC code as a mother code to construct security encoding. It is available to carry out calculation and to implement classified Normalized Min-sum algorithm, during which correction factor is involved as mentioned in sequence in the previous text, according to the specific parameters of this code in the security domain. Below is a further analysis and improvement of the security performance of the algorithm (Zhang, Zhou and Wen, 2014) .
The following is a model of a test matrix based on EG-LDPC code, in which is set as 2 and μas 0.
= Hk Hk − 1 Hk − 2 ··· H0 0 ··· 0 0 HkHk − 1 Hk − 2 ··· H00 ·· 0 0 0 HkHk − 1Hk − 2 ··· H0 ·· 0 . . 0 0 ··· 0 Hk Hk − 1 ··· H0 By the operation of this algorithm and the calculation of EG-LDPC code in selected order cycle 0, S , it is obtainedthat:
= 2 −1 + 1 /ℎ( ) wherein the main parameters include:
(1) Length-= 22 − 1;
(2) Check bit number-− = 3 − 1;
(3) Dimension-= 22 − 3 ;
(4) Minimum distance-= 2 + 1; (5) Density-= 2 /(22 − 1).
CONCLUSIONS
Under the condition of technology available, LDPC code is one of the best codes. It has strong anti-interference and adaptive abilities in all kinds of environment and such abilities as well as its performance can gain improvement with the code length or rate increasing. This paper has proposed the new two-dimensional decoding algorithm for reducing security gap of LDPC code. Through the research and the simulation experimental results in this paper it has shown that the decoding performance of the algorithm, even in the area of high SNR, is better than that of BP decoding algorithm in normal circumstances. This new-typed two-dimensional information decoding algorithm has a significant practical value for reducing security gap of LDPC code in the areas of code design and data processing.
